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ASC Committee Meeting - Minutes 
Date: Thursday 18th February 2016 I 09:30 – 15:00 I CCC Offices 

 
Present: John Krebs (Chair), Jim Hall, Anne Johnson, Ece Ozdemiroglu, Rosalyn Schofield, 
Graham Wynne 
 
1. Matters arising 
 
The following events, letters and announcements that have occurred since the last meeting were 
noted and discussed: 

– Lord Krebs wrote to the Secretary of State, Liz Truss MP, with the ASC’s views on Defra’s 
proposals for reforming the water abstraction licencing regime. 

– The ASC had received letters from Ofwat and the UK Regulators Network setting out their 
response to a number of specific recommendations in the ASC’s 2015 progress report.  It 
was agreed that a follow up meeting will be arranged to discuss the detail of the response. 

– Lord Krebs met with Baroness Williams, Minister at the Department for Communities and 
Local Government to discuss the Housing and Planning Bill.  

- The Flood Re transition plan has been published.  
- The ASC has submitted evidence to the National Flood Resilience Review Call. Prof. Jim Hall 

has been invited to join a science advisory group that has been established by the 
Government Chief Scientist. 

 

2. Taking forward UKCP18 and UK CCRA 2022 
 
The Committee welcomed Prof. Ian Boyd, Chief Scientific Advisor at Defra, who was accompanied by 
Rosalind West from Defra’s adaptation team. 
 
Prof. Boyd gave an update on the development of a single departmental plan for the Defra group 
that covers the core department together with its agencies such as the Environment Agency and 
Natural England.  Prof. Boyd noted that Ministers had committed to produce long-term, 25 year 
strategies for Food and Farming and for the Environment.  Structural changes are also being made to 
the delivery functions of Defra and its agencies, so they are joined-up across catchment areas based 
on geographical, rather than political, boundaries.  This will enable the development of more 
localised approaches to challenges, such as managing flood risk at the catchment scale.  Defra’s 
Evidence Programme will focus on ensuring that the new area teams have access to key data and 
evidence that they need for delivery, including on climate change risks and impacts. 
 
There was some discussion on the development of the next round of UK Climate Projections, due in 
2018 (UKCP18). Prof. Boyd welcomed the ASC playing a significant role in advising Defra and the Met 
Office on critical decisions that will need to be taken along key milestones in the process, noting that 
the range of available options will often be limited due to resource constraints.  The Chair agreed to 
write to Prof. Boyd with suggestions for how the ASC can deliver this advice and what its precise 
remit will be, to ensure there is no overlap with the peer review panel and user groups. 
 
Finally, Prof. Boyd welcomed the ASC’s proposed workshop in the autumn 2016 to explore the key 
research gaps identified from the CCRA Evidence Report, which is due to be published in July. It was 
agreed that it will be useful to ensure that the workshop includes representatives from a range of 
research councils and government departments. 
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3. UK CCRA 2017  - draft evidence chapters 
 
The secretariat presented the latest iteration of the draft chapters and asked each of the lead 
committee members to summarise their views on progress to date.  The committee provided 
feedback to the secretariat on the priorities for further work before the chapters are circulated for 
the second round of peer review in early March. 
 
4. UK CCRA 2017 – draft risk descriptors and urgency scoring 
 
The secretariat presented the draft risk descriptors and urgency scores for each of the chapters. The 
committee provided comments on the language being used to describe the risks in each chapter, 
with a view to ensuring consistency across the report.  The committee also discussed the urgency 
scores. It was agreed that the revised scores will be considered at the March meeting. 
 
5. UK CCRA 2017 – draft synthesis report 
 
The latest draft of the synthesis report was presented, which sets out the priority risks that the ASC 
has identified from the underlying evidence in the chapters.  The committee supported the principle 
of distilling the long-list of specific risks to a small number of broad themes, but agreed that further 
consideration will be needed over the coming months to finalise this. A revised draft will be 
discussed at the March meeting. 
 
6. AOB 
 
It was noted that the Natural Capital Committee has now been reformed. The committee requested 
that the secretariat set up a joint meeting between the two committees in the near future. 
 
8. Date of next meeting 
 
The committee will meet next on Thursday March 24th. 


